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A FOOTNOTE TO HISTORY 

ROBERT LouIS STEVENSON (1850-1894) spent his childhood in Scotland. He later 

travelled widely in Europe and the United States, and became admired for his sryle, 

imagination and narrative skill as a writer . In search of warmer climes and better health, 

Stevenson and his fa m ily eventually travelled to the Pacific, settling in Samoa where he 

became known as Tusitala , the teller of tales. Stevenson died there four yea rs later, and 

WaS buried on Mount Vaea, 'Upolu . 

MAlAMA MELEISEA is an historian and ..the Director of the Centre for Pacific Studies at 

the University of AuckJand, New Zealand . 
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THE PA SIFIKA LIDRAR y emphasises the variery and depth of literature from 
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fascinating region are offered with fresh and insightful commentaries by 

contemporary Pacific writers and academics. Much like the spirits of the 

Pacific Islands themselves, each volume in the Pasiflka Library has a 

character and a force of its own. 
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Arma 


Nond~/m ;,uxp;at;s uncta cruor;b~/s, 


Per;wlosre plenum Opl<S alere, 


Tractas et ;nced;s per ignes 


Suppositos c;neri doloso. 
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_:\TRODUCTION 

_a1ama Meleisea 

TNOT 5 TO HISTORY is Robert Louis Stevenson's account of the 

- _ordinarily complicated political and military events which occurred 

~-,:noa between 1882 and 1892. These events were ultimately to seal 

.oa's destiny and lead to its colonisation in 1900. Stevenson, an 

' ~:'n ationally renowned writer, arrived in Samoa with his family in 

. I . He was seeking a home in the tropics because his health was badly 

': :ted by the cold climate of his homeland. Like most members of the 

:·: : ~ r community, he became deeply involved in the political struggles 

.- ::-.e period. He supported one of Samoa 's paramount chiefs, Mata'afa 

=:0. 

Stevenson wrote popular tales of mystery and adventure, but his 

:::ing style is admired to the present day. Samoa appealed to his 

:::antic sense; as he indicates in the opening chapter, his imagination 

.: captured by the Samoans. He compared our values and customs with 

cse of his ancestral Scots in earlier centuries, and he lived at Vailima 

:-.e imagined a Scottish lord might have done in ancient times . 

There seems no doubt that among those Samoans whose cause he 

-?ported, he was liked and respected. And he was a powerful ally; his 

. :.t brity status meant that his letters to the Times of London on events 

- -3moa were widely read and may have been influential in Britain . Like 

.~ letters, this book aims to inform the outside world of the injustices 

..3 m.isunderstandings brought about by misguided and often predatory 

-~,eign interference in Samoan affairs. With humour and insight, but 

oii 


